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ABSTRACT Th,s paper describes a. set of supra*weshold tests, availnble as a software
parkage (A$E@) , for the auàitory eualuation of the hearing nnpaired. h uses isol"ated
speech somÀs es test mnterial for a discriminntion, id.entification and de.tection test, ca'td
is specifically suited to test preuerbal chilàren. AII tests allow suict annlytical interpreta-
tion. The test material anÀ procedures are described. Their clinical use is illustrated. The
authors claim thnt supratLweshold tests are feasibln in the preuerbal chilà, allowing analyti-
cal eualuation of thz. auditory capacities. These tests me complementary to the routinely
used detection te.sts und aàÁ" sipificantly to the heming eualuation in preuerbal children.
The authors recommenÀ the phoneme discrunination test for selection of cochlear impl"ant
cutdi.dates andfor the eualuntion andfitting of cochhcu implnnts. Copyright@ 2006lohn
Wiley E Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

This paper describes the Auditory Speech Sounds Evaluation (A$E@, OPJ Gov-
aer[s, Antwerp, Belgium), which is an audiological evaluation tool that uses strictly
defined phonemes or speech sounds as stimulus material for detection, discrimina-
tion and identiflcation tests. The A$E@ was designed as a language-independent
resr yielding suprathreshold information on the auditory function with as little
cognitive bias as possible. The main purpose of the test is to evaluate the discrimi-
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natory power of the cochlea of very young, preverbal hearing-impaired children
wirh hearing aids. It was hoped that the results of such a test could be used in the
selection and the evaluation of cochlear implant candidates. Hence, rhe reasons
to choose speech sounds were the following: ( 1) speech sounds can be presented
at suprathreshold intensities; (2) speech sounds are basically language independenr
(although not entirely, as discussed further); (3) speech sounds can be constructed
with exact duration and intensiry, rhus limiting rhe potential cues; (4) speech
sounds can be used for discrimination, thus eliminating the cognitive abilities that
are required for speech audiometry for example; (5) speech sounds are more atrrac-
tive to infants and children than either pure tones or synthetic material; and (6)
the frequency spectrum of speech sounds can be measured and this can be used for
analytical evaluation of the test resulls. The construction of the test material, the
test procedure and the clinical applications are described. It is not within the scope
of the present paper to provide normative data. With the present description of
the test material and now that it is available in several centres worldwide, norma-
tive data can be obtained in many different age groups and they will be reporred
in separate publications.

Construction of the A$E@

The A$E@ is an audiological evaluadon tool based on speech sounds as stimulí.
In a first stage, the isolated speech sounds were recorded on CD, and the response
and tester forms were on paper. In a second stage, the whole test procedure
was converted in a software package (contact the authors (www.eargroup.net)
for demils, deposited at InterDeposit Digital Number, Geneva IDDN.
8E.010.0101010.000.R.P.2003.035.31230). All speech sounds were recorded by
one female speaker of the Flemish dialect. The selection of the speech sounds
will be discussed for each test (detection, discrimination and identificarion)
separately.

Loudness balmtcing

All speech sounds were digitally mimmed to the same length of 675ps, rms.bal-
anced and recorded as *.wav-frles on CD (16 bit stereo 48k sample rate). Then,
each speech sound was loudness-balanced wirh reference to the /a/ in six normally
hearing adulrs to eliminate loudness differences as cues for the discrimination (all
phonetic symbols will be according to the IPA, i.e. International Phonetic Alpha-
bet, see wwwZ.arts.gla.ac.uk/lPA/sounds.html). For this purpose, each speech sound
was presented in free field ar random intensities (between an upper and a lower
Gnce, see below) and al[ernated with the lalwhich was presented ar 70dB SPL.
The test subject was asked whether the test phoneme sounded louder, softer or
equally as loud as the lal.lf a given intensity was scored'louder than faf'for three
consecutive presentations, this intensity was considered to be too loud and defined
the upper fence for the dme being. The same was true for intensities that were
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scored 'sofrer rhan /a/' for three consecutive presentations and that defined thc

remporary lower fence. The step size decreascd from 3 dB in the beginning to 0.8d8

ar rhe end of the test. In this wav, [he intensity range between upper and lowcr

fence was narrowed until all remaining intensi[ies resulted in ambiguous compari-

sons with the lal. This was typically the case for three or four rcmaining intensities

of the test speech sound. Then the test speech sound was presented seven times at

each of these remaining intensities, again in random order and alternating wich

the same lal atTOIB SPL. For each presentation the score was recorded, and at

the end the intensity with the most frequent score 'sounds equally loud as /a/' was

saved as rhe loudness-balanced intensity of that particular speech sound. The

intensity of all speech sounds was modified according to this algorirhm. Thus all

speech sounds were loudness balanced with rcference to lal at 70 dB SPL and wirh

a precision of 0.8dB. Finally, the lalwas loudness balanced according to the same

algorirhm with reference to a l kHz narrow-band noise at 70dB HL, and all speech

sounds were adjusted accordingly. In consequence, the intensity of the speech

sounds can be expressed in 'dB HL (re l kHz narrow band noisc)''

Intensity rouing

The precision of this loudness balancing was 0.8dB, since this was the minimum

step size used in the test procedure. In addition, the temporal profile of thc speech

sounds mav srill contain inrensity cues that would help discrimination between

two speech sounds. In order to eliminate these possible intensity cues, the A$E@

is designed in such a way that a gain is added to the intensity of all specch sounds.

This gain varies randomly between an upper and a lower limit, which can be

defined by the resrer. Limits of +3 dB and -3 dB respectively are recommcndcd and

set as default values. Thls introduces a random variability in the intensity of the

speech sounds that overrules any possible intensity differences be[wecn two speech

sounds. In consequence the test subject is 'deconditioned' to take notice of any

possible intensity cues.

A$E@ discrimination test

The speech sound discrimination test is an oddity test in which two speech sounds

are presented and the infant is conditioned [o react to the odd speech sound. The

details of the procedure are described below.
The speech sounds for the A$E@ were selected ro be 'linguistically rcpresenta-

dve'. This means rhat for the vowels, the three cardinal vowels l"l' lil and /u/ werc

selected as well as lel,lyl and lol, which are lying in between the three cardinal

vowels in the vowel triangle and the cenmally positioned /e/ (Pcterson and Barney,

I95Z). For the consonants, speech sounds were selected that differ only in onc

fearure (like voicine U"l-lsl), articulation place (lvl-lzl and l"l-ll l)) or in scveral

fearures (like arriculation place and mode and nasality (l^l-ltl), articulation placc

and mode and nasality and voicing (lr.;.l-lfl and ln'l-lil)). This selection also
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includes the Ling-sounds (/a/-/il-l"l-ltl-lïl). From the many possible combina-
tions that can be constructed, a 'basic set' of 22 specch sound pairs was selected
(Tablc 1) in such a way that most contrasts are represented.

Test procedure

Since the A$E@ discrimination tcst can be used for both adults and children, the
test procedure is given in general terms. It is basically an oddity procedure (Figure
1). For each pair ofspeech sounds (Table 1), the first serves as background and the
second as odd speech sound. Sounds are routinely presented at 70dB HL (re l kHz
narrow band noise). ln case of doubt whether this exceeds the audible level of the
aided patient, this is checked and the presentation level may be increased. All test
sessions begin with a training or conditioning phase in which the test subjects are
traincd (adults) or conditioned (children) to react to the odd speech sound. The
training or conditioning procedure is the same as the actual test procedure; only
the odd speech sound is much longer (between l94I and 3261ms). The back-
ground spccch sound is repeated at regular intervals (typically 850ms, although
this can be varied from 500 to 3000ms). After a random number (between three
and eight) of presentations of the background speech sound, the next background
speech sound is replaced by the odd speech sound, and if the test subject responds
to this in a consistent way, it is concluded that the contrast between the back-
ground and the odd speech sound is well discriminated. ln adults, consistcnt

Table 1: 'Basic set' of speech sound pairs that were tested for
discrimination

u-Í

H
o-a

l-c

c-€

y-l
u-y

t!
m-f

E
m-r
TI

E

u-o
ea
e-u
e-{)
t -a

The first speech sound of a pair is presented as the background
speech sound and the second as the odd speech sound. The
black flelds reprcsent the speech sound parrs of the 'minimal
set', see text.
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Figure 1: Example of rhe conditioning and test tracks of the A$E@ to test the discrirnination of a

stimuius speech sound in a background of a repeated other speech sound. Each line represents a track

consisring of a series of the background speech sounds (O), whích is replaced by the stimulus speech

sound (X) ar random positions. The duration of the background speech sounds and of the stimulus

speech sounds marked as X is 625 ms. The duration of the stimulus speech sounds marked as XXXX

varies from 1941 to 3261ms.

responses are obvious, but in the young child the expert judgement of paediatric

audiologists is needed.
All 14 speech sounds can be used as background speech sound and 11 as odd

speech sound (Figure 2).

Use m our clmical audiolagy

The discriminarion test of the A$E@ is used routinely to evaluate the cochlear

function in hearing-impaired children and adults. As a measure of the frequency'

resolving capacity of the aided cochlea (with hearing aids), it has become an

essenrial tool in the selection of cochlear implant candidates. If the patient fails

to discriminate on several speech sound pairs, it is anticipated that their dis'

crimination will be better with an implant. Obviously, the speech sound dis-

crimination is not the only selection criterion for cochlear implantation and the

resufts should be combined with audiological and other results before a final

decision is made.
The discriminarion test of the A$E@ is also used routinely for the evaluation

of cochlear implants. This information adds to other outcome measures and is

essenrial as feedback for the selection of new candidates. Figure 3 shows a typical

cochlear implant patient file.

Copytight @ 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 2: Test screen oíthe A$E@ speech sound discrimrnatton test. The 14 background speech
sounds and 11 odd speech sounds are represented by buttons. The tester selects one ofeach (in thls
case /a/ and /i/ respectively), swítches to condlnoning or tcst mode (in this case test mode) and
deflnes the interval between the specch sounds (in thís case 850ms). IPA (lntcrnational Phonetic
Alphabet) symbols are used, except for E, which stands for /e/; schwa, which stands for /e/; and sh,
which stands for /J/.

A$E@ identification test

The A$E identification test is a two or more forced-choice speech sound identifica-
tion test with a picture-pointing response. The details of the procedure are described
below.

The same speech sounds as for the cliscrimination test were selected, with the
exception of lyl and lal.Both speech sounds are situated either intermediately or
centrally in the vowel triangle (Peterson and Barney, I95Z), and it is nor easy to
find pictures (onomatopoeia or mouth images, see below) that clearly represent
these speech sounds. For all 12 remaining specch sounds, pictures were made that
unambiguously represent the speech sound. Two types of pictural representations
were made, the first type based on onomatopoeia (Figure 4) and the second type
based on the mouth imagc of the speech sound (Figure 5). Onomatopoeia are
commonly used by speech therapists and teachers of the deaf to elicit phonation
and auditory attention in hearing-impaired children. The speech sounds or sylla.
bles have to refer to a known obtect or situation. A set of such Flcmish onomato-
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Figure 3: Typical A$E@ discriniination report as routinely used in the Eargroup. This represents the

right ear (a) and the left ear (b) oí a boy with congenital deafness due to connexine-26 rnutations,

who receivcd a cochlear implant on his right car at the age of 14 months. The thick verttcal line in

the rniddle of each panc reprcsents the momcnt of implantation. Thc col-rmn to the left of this line
(marked HA) contains the AgE@ results wíth hearing aids prtor to the lmplantation. The fie1ds are

red (black on B&\l) in case no discrirnination was found on the given spcech sound pair and green

(grcy on B&W) in case discrirninatlon was found. The colurnns to the right of the vertical line are

thc resLrlts at diífcrcnt rnonlents after implantation, as marked on top of the column. IPA (lnterna-

tional Phonetrc Alphabct) syrnbols are used, except for E, which stands for /e/; schwa, which stands

for /c/; and sh, which srands for /J/. (The colour vcrsion of this figure can be found via www.

interscience wiley.conri; ot.rrnal/ci i )

poeia had carlier been developed by the Royal Insritutc for the Hcaring and Speech
Impaired inHasselt, Belgium (Koninklijk InstituutvoorDovcnenSpraakgesroorden)
and was adapted and recordcd for the A$E@. Mouth imagcs are also familiar to
hearing-impaired children, since they start reading lips from birth and continue

to use this spontaneous faculty. From thc many speech sound combinations that
can be possibly constructed, a limitcd number of multiplc choice sets were
selected in such a way that thc numbcr of test specch sounds ranged from two to
six (Figure 6).

Test procedure

Since the speech sound identification test can be used for both adults and children,
the test procedure is given in gcneral terms. It is basically a forced-choice proccdure
(Figure 6). Speech sounds arc combined in sets of two, three, flve or six. The tester
can choose how often each spcech sound has to be prescnted (range thrce to six
times). The order of prescntations is randomized. Sounds are routincly presented

ar 70dB HL (re lkHz narrow band noisc). ln case of doubt whether this exceeds

Copyright O 2006 John Wilcy & Sons, l-td
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Figure 4: Pictures of the Flemish onomatopoeia of the speech sounds for identification (pictures by
Marijke Duffhaus). IPA (lnternational Phonetic Alphabet) symbols are used.

the audible level of the aided patient, this is checked and the presentation level
may be increased. After a speech sound is prescnted, the test subject has to idcntify
it, either by just repeating it (adults), or by pointing to the correcr picture (chil-
dren). This choice is registered and the next speech sound is given. The test stops
when all speech sounds in the sct havc been given the predefined number of times.
The number of correct responses and the confusion matrix of all errors are given
in the report, as well as the overall score. The overall score is a yes or no score,

Copyright O 2006 John Wiley & Sons, [.td
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100 PJ Goqtaerts et aI.

Figure 5: Pictures of rhe mouth images oÍ the speech sounds íor identificatron. Note that hearing-

impaired children are used to read iips, which may íacilitate the test. lPA (lnternational Phonetic

Alphabet) symbols are used.

meaning that the given set of speech sounds is correctly identifled or not. This is

based on binomial statistics with a significance level of 0.05.

Use in ow clinical audiology

The identificarion tesr of rhe A$E@ is not used routinely in clinical practice. The

reason for this is that it requires not only good discrimination of the speech sounds,

but also good cognitive processing, and this is not the primary scope of the audio-

logical evaluation. A discrimination test assesses the cochlear frequency-resolving

function in a purer way. On the other hand, an identification test is less boring

than a discrimination rest and this may be interesting for some patients. In addi.

rion, an identification rest can be helpful in case the discrimination of speech

sounds is difficult bur no[ impossible. In such a case, it may be interesting to know

whether this hardly discriminated speech sounds result in distinct identifications

Copyright @ 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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Figure 6: Test screen of the A$E@ identrfrcarion test. The six multrple-choice resrs with onomaro-
poeia and the íour multiple-choice tests with mouth images are represented by buttons. The tesrer
can choose how often each speech sound has to be presented (in this case four times), The report
form will say wherher the test subject has idencified the speech sounds correctly with a sraristical
significancc based on real-time binomial statistical calculations. IPA (lnternatronal Phoneric Alpha-
bet) symbols are uscd, except for E, which srands for lel, and sh, which srands for /J/.

or not. This knowledge adds nuances to the audiologist's interpreration of a
person's audiological performance, e.g. for the selection of cochlear implant
candidates.

The idendflcation test of the A$E@ can also be used for the evaluation of
cochlear implants. This iníormation adds to other outcome measures, although im
quantitative information is limitcd.

Finally, the identification test is some[imes used to adjust the firring of rhe
cochlear implanr. The results con[ain a confusion matrix indicating which speech
sounds are easily confused with which other speech sounds. Spectral analysis of
two such speech sounds can help the audiologist in finding out which channels
need readjustment.

In combination with the speech sound discrimination test, the results can help
the rehabilitative therapist to focus and train on specifrc speech sounds that are
discriminared but not identified as distinct speech sounds.

A$E@ detection test

The speech sound detection has been added to the A$E@ on the request of several
users. As said before, the primary purpose of the A$E@ was to have a suprathresh-
old test. Detection of sound can be tested by routine audiometry using pure tones,

Copyright O 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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warble rones, narrow band noise, e[c. Thcse are well calibrated, validatcd and arc

part of every basic audiological test equipment. Asscssing the detection thrcsholds

for the speech sounds of thc ASE@ can be useful as an inrcrnal control to chcck

rhe response rhresholds of the child, and to chcck the equipment and hcaring aid

used.
All consonanrs of the basic set (Table 1) were selected, togcthcr with thc

vowels l^1, lul and lil. The other vowels havc been left out since thc lul, lol and /i/
sufficiently cover the wholc frequency range of human hearing. In addition, thc

srop consonanrs /t/, lpl,lkl,ldl and /b/ have becn addcd as experimcntal tools on

the request of several audiologists and to be uscd at their own discrerion.

Since the speech sounds of the basic set had becn loudncss balanced at a

level of approximately TOdB HL, a rebalancing was carried out at threshold

levels for the detection test. For this purpose, thresholds were determined for

all speech sounds in six normally hearing adulm. The threshold of a l kHz

narrow band noise was used as reference. This yielded the correction facrors

that were used to modify the intensity of cach spcech sound. The speech sounds

have been loudness balanced in such a way that the normal thresholds arc 25 dB

HL on a calibrared audiometer (hence, this is OdB HL re I kHz narrow band

noise).

Test procedure

Since the speech sound detection test can be used for adults and childrcn, thc tcst

procedure is given in general terms. It is basically the same as any dctcction test

aiming ar defining rhe hearing threshold. The same s[rategies can be used as for

audiometry and a 5-up, 10-down procedure may be preferred by most audiologists.

Speech sounds are presented three times after the proper button has bcen

pushed.
The test subject is asked to give a response when the speech sound is hcard.

l)epending on rhe subject's age this can be an oral response' a conditiclned instru'

mentarron response or an orientation reflex. The tester records whethcr the test

subject has detected rhe speech sound or not and proceeds to the next speech

sound. In adults, consrsrcnr responscs are obvious, but in the young child the expert

judgement of paediatric audiologists is needed.

Use in our clinical audiolagy

As mentioned before, the speech sound detection test does not constitutc thc

primary goal of rhe A$E@. It is not routinely used in clinical practicc' sincc dctcc-

tion thresholds are betrer assessed by means of classical audiometry' On the other

hand, speech sounds may have speciflc advantages. Like for the other speech sound

tests, speech sounds are more a[tractive to many infants and children than purc

tones and it may be easier and time saving to work with speech sounds. Speech

sounds also cover all frequencies, and in the case of hearing aids or implants, it is

Copyright O 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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not always obvious how the electronic device modifres these frequencies. Hence,
it may be interesting to know the detection threshold for a given speech sound
rather than for a specific tone.

Discussion

One of thc challenges in handling the paediatric hearing-impaired population is
the assessment of hearing. Pure tone audiometry, otoacoustic emissions, automated
brainstcm audiometry, etc., only assess hearing at its detection (or 'liminal') level.
This may be sufficient to know whcther a hearing problem exists or not, but it
hardly reflects the capacity of the hearing-impaired child to discriminate or identify
language. So far, roo little attention has been given to the fact that a sensorineural
hearing impairment not only means an increase in detection threshold but also a
loss of the frequency resolving powcr of the cochlea (e.g. Khanna and Leonard,
1982; Sellick et al., 1982; Moore 1986,7996; Ruggero 1992), The recent evolution
of early idcntifrcation of hearing loss and early intervention have forced us to look
for suprathrcshold evaluation techniques that are suitable for very young children.
Such tests are nccded in the evaluation of hearing aids and in the selection of
cochlear implant candidates and the evaluation of cochlear implantees.

Suprathrcshold features of hearing are discrimination and identification of
sounds. Discrimination of sounds means that two different sounds are perceived as
different by the subject, without the necessity to identify them. Identifying refers
to the cognitive ability to label two different sounds with their correct meaning.
l)etection and discrimination are basic cochlear features. The necessary capacities
hardly require cognitivc skills, and they already exist in neonates (Eimas et al.,
1971). They can be assessed by looking for reflexive or orientation responses.
ldentification, in contrast, requires detection, discrimination and cognitive pÍocess-
ing and it can only be tested by mcans of behavioural responses (such as in play
audiomctry).

lnfants of 2 months old have been shown to be able to discriminate consonants
with different places of articulation (Morse 1972;JusczykI977), stop/glide distinc-
tions (Eimas and Miller, 1980a) and distinctions between different glides (Jusczyk
and Thompson, 1978) or different nasals (Eimas and Miller, 1980b). Distinctions
bctween different fricativc consonants can be made afrer 6 months of age. Similar
frndings have been reported for discrimination of vowel contrasts (Trchub 1973;
Swoboda ct al., 197ó; Kuhl 1983) and prosodic features (Spring and Dalc, 1977;

Jusczyk and Thompson, 1978). This discriminativc capacity is not only present for
the native language, but also for contrasts that do not occur in the native language
(Trehub 1 976; !íerker and Tees, 1 984). Infants appear to be born with the capacity
to discriminate contrasts that could potcntially appear in any of the world's lan-
guages (Eimas ct al . ,  l9B7).

Tcsts for discrimination or identification of spoken language (words and sen-
tences) exist, but especially in the preverbal child the results are strongly biased
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by the language level and cognitive skills. A'preverbal' child is a chlld with no or
very limited functional speech, both comprehensive and productive. Hearing chil-
dren usually become verbal by the age of 1 year (Barrett 1994; Gillis and Schaer-
laekens 2000). ln hearing-impaired children this age is very variable. It depends
on the level of hearing loss and the type and intensity of stimulation. Their pre-
verbal stage may typically last until the age of 4-5 years.

A common way to investigate auditory performance is the identiflcation test.
Identification tasks presuppose knowledge of both stimulus and distracting words
as well as rhe complex abilities to remember the stimulus, to match it with thc
auditory image of the distracting words, to take a decision, etc. (Boothroyd 1995;
Dillon and Ching 1995). This degree of linguistic knowledge and higher functions
is not always present in the hearing.impaired child. In consequence, these children
tend to score roo low on this type of test when compared to their real auditory
capacities. Thus most of the existing idendfication tests are only fit for verbal
children. ln hearing children they are feasible from the age of 2-3 years onwards
but in deaf children or children with additional problems in language development
they cannot be done at this young age.

Another, and possibly more correct, way to test preverbal children with

minimal bias related to the level of linguistic development is testing discrimina-
tion instead of identification. No knowledge of the stimulus is required. The
child has to discriminate between two or more successive stimuli and has to show
a behavioural response (Bochner er. al. 1997; Dillon and Ching 1995). A disad-
vantage of conventional discrimination tests may be the lack of behavioural
response to small perceprive differences, and it has been reported that these tests
are not feasible below the age of 3 years or even later in hearing-impaired
children (Daemers K et al., oral communication, 3rd European Conference on
Audiology, Prague, 1997; De Sloovere M et al., oral communication, 4th
European Symposium on Paediatric Cochlear Implantation,'s-Hertogenbosch,
1998). Furthermore, these tests are boring and cognitively demanding (Boothroyd

1997). On the other hand, when conventional discrimination tests were modifred
for rhe younger children to visually reinforce discrimination audiometry, some
proved to be feasible (Eilers er. al. 1977; Moore 1995; Dawson et al. 1998). An
additional advantage of discrimination tests as part of a test battery is that they
allow for the assessment of the cause of systematic confusions when these occur
in identificarion rests. Indeed, if a child fails to identify a given stimulus while
ir can be shown that the discrimination of the same stimulus is present, it can
be concluded that the identification problem is not due to auditory perceptive

deficiencies (Dillon and Ching 1995). Identification in such a case cannot be
improved by changing the fitting or programming parameters of the hearing aid
or implant. In contrast, an identification problem of a given stimulus that can
be shown nor to be discriminated properly is obviously due to bad discrimination
and thus to an auditory perceptive deficiency. In the latter case better identifica-
tion may be achieved by optimizing the fitting or programming parameters of
the device.

Copyright O 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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By using calibrated speech sounds that only differ from one another in their
spectral content, the A$E@ attempts to overcome many of the disadvantages
related to conventional identification and discrimination tests.

In conclusion, the A$E@ is a new test to assess the suprathreshold auditory
performance. It is lexicon and language independent, feasible in the preverbal child
and complementary to existing audiological tests.
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